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Summary

Background Dietary fibre is thought to protect against
colorectal cancer but this view has been challenged by
recent prospective and intervention studies that showed no
protective effect. 

Methods We prospectively examined the association
between dietary fibre intake and incidence of colorectal
cancer in 519 978 individuals aged 25–70 years taking
part in the EPIC study, recruited from ten European
countries. Participants completed a dietary questionnaire
in 1992–98 and were followed up for cancer incidence.
Relative risk estimates were obtained from fibre intake,
categorised by sex-specific, cohort-wide quintiles, and from
linear models relating the hazard ratio to fibre intake
expressed as a continuous variable.

Findings Follow-up consisted of 1 939 011 person-years,
and data for 1065 reported cases of colorectal cancer
were included in the analysis. Dietary fibre in foods was
inversely related to incidence of large bowel cancer
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(adjusted relative risk 0·75 [95% CI 0·59–0·95] for the
highest versus lowest quintile of intake), the protective
effect being greatest for the left side of the colon, and
least for the rectum. After calibration with more detailed
dietary data, the adjusted relative risk for the highest
versus lowest quintile of fibre from food intake was 0·58
(0·41–0·85). No food source of fibre was significantly more
protective than others, and non-food supplement sources
of fibre were not investigated.

Interpretation In populations with low average intake of
dietary fibre, an approximate doubling of total fibre intake
from foods could reduce the risk of colorectal cancer by 40%. 
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Introduction
Whether dietary fibre (non-starch polysaccharides)
lowers the risk of colorectal cancer is debatable. In
reports from large prospective studies in the USA,
Finland, and Sweden, no protective effects of fibre were
seen.1–3 In addition, results of large intervention trials
have shown that supplements of bran, soluble fibre, or
vegetables have not reduced recurrence rates of
adenomatous colorectal polyps.4–6 Death rates for
colorectal cancer in vegetarians are no different from
those in non-vegetarians.7

These findings of no effect have challenged consensus
recommendations, drawn from a large body of epide-
miological and experimental findings, that population
intakes of fibre should be increased to reduce the risk of
colorectal cancer.8,9 However, all prospective studies of diet
and cancer have been done in single populations in 
whom dietary habits are more or less homogeneous, so that
the extent of measurement error would have obscured 
all but very large underlying associations with diet.10,11

Measurement error can be reduced by studying populations
with diverse dietary practices, thus increasing the between-
person variance in diet, and enabling measurement error 
to be kept to a minimum.10 Such was the approach behind
the large prospective collaborative project done in ten
different European countries, the European Prospective
Investigation of Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC).12 Other
reports13,14 have shown the heterogeneity of dietary intakes
of foods supplying dietary fibre in this collaborative cohort.
For example, there is over a three-fold range in total
average population consumption of fruit and vegetables
(excluding potatoes) between centres in Sweden and in
southern Spain.13,14

Methods
Participants
The EPIC cohort consists of subcohorts recruited from
22 centres from Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,
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Statistical analysis
To convert the weight of foods derived from the food
questionnaires to daily fibre intakes, participating
countries used country-specific food tables,
incorporating analyses for dietary fibre or plant
polysaccharides, which are based on different definitions
and analytical techniques and give different values 
for common foods.17 To assess the possible effects of 
sex and different analytical procedures for fibre analysis,
we used sex-specific, and sex-and-country-specific
quintiles of dietary fibre in the analysis. Daily 
fibre intake—derived from the Englyst and the
Southgate methods18—was calculated in the UK
cohorts. There was no significant difference between 
the estimates of relative risk for colorectal cancer 
using these methods, and we used sex-specific quintiles
and the Englyst non-starch polysaccharide values for 
the UK cohorts. Data for individuals in the top and
bottom 1% of the ratio of energy intake to estimated
energy requirement (calculated from age, sex, and
bodyweight)19 and from the top 1% of sex-specific 
fibre intakes, were excluded from the analysis to 
reduce the effect on the analysis of implausible extreme
values.

Analyses were done with Cox’s regression and were
stratified by centre to control for centre effects related 
to different methods of fibre analysis,17 follow-up
procedures, and questionnaire design. The 20 French
administrative regions were condensed into four
geographical regions (northeast, northwest, south, and
south coast). The five Italian centres were combined
into one, as were the four Spanish centres, because of
small numbers of cases in each centre. The UK Oxford
centre was divided into two, for general population 
and health conscious participants. Age was used as 
the primary time variable in all Cox’s regression 
models, with year of follow-up and sex included as
covariates. The analysis focused on dietary fibre—with
other dietary variables included as covariates—and
anthropometric variables. These quantitative variables
were categorised according to sex-specific quintiles
defined over the entire cohort. We analysed the 
data using variables as categorical and as continuous,
scored from 1 to 5 according to the interquintile 
interval in which an observation lay. Trend tests were
calculated on the basis of these quintile based scores.
Categorical relative risks were calculated from the
hazard ratio.20

For the purpose of making isoenergetic comparisons,
we included weight in all models. Estimated total energy
intake was included to control partly for the error in 
the estimated intake of fibre, since there is high
correlation between the errors of estimation of different
dietary components. To improve this error correction,
estimated energy intake was divided into energy from 
fat and energy from non-fat sources, since it is mostly
the non-fat components of the diet that contribute to
fibre intake. Models were run including non-fat energy
and with and without energy from fat, and the results
did not differ; models including both non-fat and 
fat energy were included in the results. Partial
correlations (adjusting for age and centre) for fibre with
energy excluding fat were 0·473 in men and 0·529 
in women, and with energy from fat were 0·037 in 
men and –0·030 in women. Smoking and physical
exercise had no significant effect, and these were
therefore not included in the models. To control for
body size and obesity, we included weight and height 
in the models.
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Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, and 
the UK, allowing comparisons between regions with
very different rates of cancer occurrence and
distribution of lifestyle and food habits. We
administered food-related questionnaires and lifestyle
and personal questionnaires and obtained
anthropometric measurements from all participants at
the time of enrolment. The methods have been reported
in full by Riboli and colleagues.15

The 519 978 eligible participants were mostly aged
25–70 years and recruited from the general population
residing in a specific geographical region—a town or 
a province. Exceptions were the French cohort 
(based on female members of the health insurance 
for state school employees), the Utrecht cohort,
Netherlands (based on women attending breast cancer
screening), the Ragusa cohort, Italy (based on blood
donors and their spouses), and most of the Oxford
cohort, UK (based on vegetarian and health-conscious
volunteers).

Procedures
As a result of several studies done in the early 1990s,12

we measured diet by country-specific questionnaires
designed to capture local dietary habits and to 
provide high compliance. For calibration, we obtained a
second dietary measurement from an 8% random
sample (36 000 individuals) of the cohort using 
a computerised 24-h diet recall method developed 
ad hoc.16 The extensive lifestyle questionnaires included
questions on education and socioeconomic status,
occupation, history of previous illness and disorders 
or surgical operations, lifetime history of consumption
of tobacco and alcoholic beverages, and physical
activity.

Follow-up was based on population cancer registries
in seven of the participating countries: Denmark, Italy,
the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, the UK, and Norway.
In France, Germany, and Greece, we used a
combination of methods including health insurance
records, cancer and pathology registries, and active
follow-up through participants and their next-of-kin.
Mortality data were also obtained from either the cancer
registry or mortality registries at the regional or national
level. By June, 2002, for all centres using cancer registry
data, reports to the IARC represented complete follow-
up until December, 1998, or December, 1999. For
France and Germany—countries using individually
based follow-up—the end of the follow-up was 2002,
when the last known contact, or date of diagnosis, or
death was available. We included the results from all
centres except for Greece and Norway (because of the
small numbers of cases accruing there from a short
follow-up time).

We used the 10th revision of the International
Statistical Classification of Diseases, Injuries and
Causes of Death (ICD). Mortality data were coded
following the rules of ICD-10, and cancer incidence
data following ICD-0-2. Cancer of the rectum included
tumours in the rectosigmoid junction (C19) and 
rectum (C20). We excluded anal canal tumours. Right
colon tumours included the caecum, appendix,
ascending colon, hepatic flexure, transverse colon, 
and splenic flexure (C18.0–18.5). Left colon tumours
included the descending and sigmoid colon
(C18.6–18.7). We included all incident cases of
colorectal cancer ICD-0-2 C18, C19, C20 with dietary
data for the period of complete follow-up, but excluded
prevalent cases. 
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To correct for centre-specific bias and for regression
dilution within each centre-sex stratum, the 24-h recall
nutrient values were regressed on the main study dietary
questionnaire values, within each centre, for men and
women separately, thus providing sex-specific and centre-
specific regression coefficients.21,22 This analysis was a
multivariate procedure, including fibre, energy from fat,
and energy from non-fat sources simultaneously. For
every individual in the main study, we obtained adjusted
values of these three variables by applying both the
intercept and slope variables of the appropriate sex-specifc
and centre-specific regression to the main study
questionnaire values: adjusted value=intercept+slope
(observed questionnaire value). Use of both the intercept
and slope variables, age-specific and centre-specific,
ensured that centre-specific bias was addressed, as was
that of regression dilution. We then ran Cox’s regression
models with the adjusted values for each individual. The
SE of the de-attenuated coefficient was calculated with
bootstrap sampling in the calibration and disease models
consecutively.23 300 repetitions gave a sufficiently stable
estimate of the SE of the corrected regression coefficient. 
The p value for trend for the de-attenuated � was
obtained by dividing the de-attenuated � by the
bootstrap-derived SE approximating the standard normal
distribution.

Role of the funding source
EPIC was funded jointly by the European Commission
funding authorities listed in the acknowledgments.
These funding authorities agreed to fund our proposed
design and running of the study, but had no role in the
subsequent management of the study or in the writing of
the report. The report was not submitted to them for
approval before publication.

Results
Since 1992, we have obtained 1 939 011 person-years
(average 4·5 years) of follow-up. Our study is based 
on 1065 incident colorectal cancer cases with complete
and satisfactory data as described above. Of these, 
706 tumours were located in the colon (287 right side,
286 left side, 133 overlapping or unspecified) and 359 
in the rectum. Histological confirmation was available
for 1035 cases. Table 1 shows numbers of colorectal
cancer tumours according to country, age and sex, and
country-specific, sex-specific, and age-specific intakes of
fibre.

Table 2 shows baseline characteristics by sex-specific
quintiles of fibre intake. Height, weight, and body-mass
index did not differ by much across quintiles despite
some significant trends due to the very large sample 
size. Across the quintiles of fibre there was a significant

Large bowel cancer cases Cohort numbers Fibre intake (g per day)

Men Women All Men Women All Men Women All

Country
France 0 166 166 0 71 874 71 874 ·· (··) 22·92 (6·94) 22·92 (6·94)
Italy 35 49 84 13 508 30 489 43 997 24·93 (9·12) 22·02 (7·29) 22·92 (8·01)
Spain 41 33 74 15 025 24 910 39 935 29·12 (8·34) 23·35 (7·08) 25·52 (8·08)
UK 94 112 206 23 905 55 957 79 862 20·00 (7·50) 20·39 (7·06) 20·27 (7·20)
Netherlands 14 86 100 9 998 28 913 38 911 26·77 (7·61) 22·55 (5·49) 23·63 (6·38)
Germany 59 34 93 22 137 29 354 51 491 23·83 (7·51) 21·55 (6·41) 22·53 (7·00)
Sweden 110 122 232 22 840 29 519 52 359 21·33 (7·78) 19·08 (6·47) 20·06 (7·16)
Denmark 58 52 110 26 599 29 181 55 780 20·48 (6·70) 19·51 (6·51) 19·97 (6·62)

Age (years)
<35 1 0 1 7 637 18 404 18 404 23·32 (8·73) 20·53 (7·13) 21·35 (7·74)
35–44 13 21 34 22 172 53 336 53 336 24·67 (8·72) 21·85 (7·02) 22·68 (7·67)
45–54 91 188 279 48 118 118 198 118 198 23·08 (8·35) 21·59 (6·90) 22·02 (7·38)
55–64 225 300 525 46 853 90 319 90 319 22·48 (7·86) 21·51 (6·80) 21·84 (7·20)
�65 81 145 226 9 232 19 940 19 940 20·64 (7·29) 21·09 (6·74) 20·95 (6·92)

All 411 654 1065 134 012 300 197 300 197 22·98 (8·26) 21·52 (6·90) 21·97 (7·38)

Values are number of participants or mean (SD).

Table 1: Description of the EPIC cohort

Quintile p

1 2 3 4 5

Women
Fibre (g per day) 12·64 (2·27) 17·45 (1·03) 20·89 (0·99) 24·69 (1·28) 31·91 (3·97) ··
Number in each quintile 60 043 60 074 60 003 60 038 60 039 ··
Age (years) 50·98 (10·66) 51·37 (10·09) 51·51 (9·93) 51·32 (9·85) 51·04 (9·77) 0·588
Weight (kg) 65·35 (11·75) 65·74 (11·70) 65·70 (11·56) 65·71 (11·52) 65·69 (11·71) <0·0001
Height (m) 1·62 (0·07) 1·62 (0·07) 1·62 (0·07) 1·62 (0·07) 1·62 (0·07) <0·0001*
Body-mass index (kg/m2) 24·98 (4·38) 25·06 (4·35) 25·00 (4·32) 24·97 (4·34) 25·01 (4·48) 0·570
Energy from fat (MJ) 2·40 (0·79) 2·73 (0·85) 2·94 (0·91) 3·17 (0·98) 3·52 (1·12) <0·0001
Non-fat energy (MJ) 4·16 (1·04) 4·85 (1·07) 5·33 (1·14) 5·83 (1·22) 6·72 (1·45) <0·0001

Men
Fibre (g per day) 12·77 (2·41) 18·03 (1·17) 21·97 (1·15) 26·51 (1·55) 35·61 (5·30) ··
Number in each quintile 26 810 26 796 26 806 26 798 26 802 ··
Age (years) 53·23 (10·22) 53·38 (9·75) 52·79 (9·80) 51·94 (9·89) 50·35 (9·88) <0·0001
Weight (kg) 81·09 (12·10) 81·45 (11·99) 81·29 (11·81) 81·17 (11·77) 80·86 (11·87) 0·237
Height (m) 1·75 (0·07) 1·75 (0·07) 1·75 (0·07) 1·75 (0·07) 1·75 (0·08) <0·0001*
Body-mass index (kg/m2) 26·42 (3·59) 26·50 (3·56) 26·45 (3·57) 26·44 (3·62) 26·56 (3·72) 0·0002
Energy from fat (MJ) 2·88 (0·96) 3·30 (1·02) 3·59 (1·12) 3·88 (1·20) 4·29 (1·38) <0·0001
Non-fat energy (MJ) 5·26 (1·44) 6·11 (1·40) 6·69 (1·46) 7·33 (1·56) 8·38 (1·82) <0·0001

Values are mean (SD). *Differences were highly significant but in the order of 3 mm across quintile 1–5.

Table 2: Baseline characteristics by quintile of fibre intake 
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Figure 1 shows the continuous and de-attenuated
risks for colorectal cancer according to the energy
adjusted values of total fibre intake. The � coefficient
estimate for log fibre intake based on the observed
values was –0·38 (SE 0·13, p=0·002), whereas that for
the calibrated values was –0·64 (SE 0·23, p=0·005).
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trend with energy derived from non-fat sources. This
trend reflected the contribution of the non-fat
components of the diet that contribute to fibre intake,
such as cereals and fruit. The trend with fat energy was
also significant but less pronounced, reflecting lower
correlations between fat energy and fibre. 

Table 3 shows the number of cancers by quintile 
and the hazard ratios. The hazard ratio for colorectal
cancer for the highest quintile was 0·75 (95% CI
0·59–0·95)—a significant reduction in risk. The trend 
in hazard ratio across quintiles was also significant
(p=0·005), the regression coefficient (β=0·080)
predicting an 8% reduction in risk for each quintile
increase in fibre. These associations did not significantly
differ when analysed according to less than 2, 2–4, 
and more than 4 years of follow-up. Trend effects 
were significant for colon cancer (p=0·006) and the
reduction in hazard ratio in the top quintile was also
significant, 0·72 (0·54–0·97). Neither the trend across
quintiles nor the hazard ratio in the highest quintile
showed significant differences for rectal cancer (0·80;
0·53–1·22). The protective effect of fibre was no 
greater for the left-sided colon (0·65; 0·43–0·99) than 
the right-sided colon (0·73; 0·46–1·19). Further
analyses showed that fibre was equally protective 
in women and men and that adjustment for red and
processed meat did not affect these results (data not
shown).

Quintile

1 2 3 4 5

Colorectal cancers
Number 237 234 200 200 194 ··
Hazard ratio (95% CI) 1·00 0·94 (0·78–1·13) 0·77 (0·63–0·95) 0·76 (0·61–0·95) 0·75 (0·59–0·95) 0·923 (0·873–0·976) 0·005

Colon cancers
Number 156 158 131 130 131 ··
Hazard ratio (95% CI) 1·00 0·95 (0·75–1·19) 0·75 (0·58–0·96) 0·71 (0·55–0·94) 0·72 (0·54–0·97) 0·908 (0·848–0·972)  0·006
Left colon cancer 1·00 0·66 (0·46–0·93) 0·55 (0·37–0·80) 0·51 (0·34–0·77) 0·65 (0·43–0·99) 0·891 (0·804–0·989) 0·030 
(n=286)
Right colon  cancer 1·00 1·21 (0·84–1·71) 0·93 (0·63–1·37) 0·89 (0·59–1·35) 0·73 (0·46–1·19) 0·911 (0·819–1·013) 0·087
(n=287)

Rectal cancers
Number 81 76 69 70 63 ··
Hazard ratio (95% CI) 1·00 0·92 (0·66–1·27) 0·83 (0·59–1·18) 0·85 (0·59–1·24) 0·80 (0·53–1·22) 0·952 (0·864–1·048) 0·319

Cox’s regression using age, weight, height, sex, non-fat energy, energy from fat, and stratified by centre.

Table 3: Numbers  of cancers and hazard ratios by quintile of sex-specific total fibre intake

Hazard ratio (95% CI) p
for each quintile increase
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Figure 1: Relative risk for colorectal cancer according to
dietary fibre intake
Calculated from Cox’s regression using age, weight, height, sex, non-fat
energy, energy from fat. Original estimates are calculated from the hazard
ratio20 for each quintile increase in energy adjusted fibre (table 3). 
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sided colon cancer, than for rectal cancer. The fact that
the association was mainly with colon cancer rather than
rectal cancer might be expected, since the rectum is
empty most of the time,28 reducing the diluting,
antiproliferative, and nutritive effects attributed to fibre.

When fibre intake from the dietary questionnaire was
calibrated with intake from the 24-h recall, the Cox’s
proportional hazard model showed an even greater
reduction in risk, with a 40% reduction of risk when
average intakes increased from the lowest to highest
quintile of fibre intake (figure 1). CIs around the
estimates are large, so that the risk may have been
reduced by as little as 15 or as great as 60%. Even 
a moderate increase in fibre intake by those 
consuming the least in most populations would have
significant effects on cancer prevention, and supports
recommendations to increase population intakes of fibre
in those populations consuming low amounts to reduce
high rates of colorectal cancer.8,9 Although minor
differences in hazard ratios were seen between different
sources of fibre, they were not significant, so that, on the
basis of current data, no firm statement can be made as
to whether any one source of dietary fibre is more
protective than others. 

Three other epidemiological studies have investigated
prospectively the role of fibre in colon cancer
protection.1–3 However, only the US Nurses Health
Study,1 was based on a number of colorectal cancer
cases as large as in the EPIC study, allowing separate
analyses of colon and rectal cancers, and for multivariate
analysis including several potential confounding factors.
However, in the US nurses cohort, no associations
between fibre intake from any source and colon and
rectal cancers or adenomas were identified. This
difference might reflect lower and less varied fibre
intakes in the US Nurses cohort than in our cohort. 
In EPIC, the mean values in the lowest and highest fifth
of the distribution of daily fibre intake are 12·6 g (SD
2·3) and 33·1 g (14·7) respectively. The corresponding
figures for the US Nurses study are 9·8 g (1·7) to 
24·9 g (5·5) so that about 30% of the EPIC cohort were
consuming substantially more fibre than the mean of 
the highest quintile of the US Nurses study. Cereal fibre
is very low in the US Nurses study, the median in 
the highest fifth of the distribution (4·8 g per day)
approximating the mean in the lowest fifth in EPIC
(4·7 g per day; 2·28).

Our findings for the potential for reducing colorectal
cancer incidence by increasing fibre intake as foods have
been adjusted for measurement error by calibrating
intake obtained from the food questionnaire against a
method that measures specific intake over a single day.
We have used this information to calibrate both the

This linear decrease in risk corresponds to a relative risk
of 0·58 (0·41–0·85) for colorectal cancer incidence at a
mean of 35 g dietary fibre (the highest quintile)
compared with the baseline mean fibre intake of 15 g in
the lowest quintile. Further analysis showed that
adjustment for alcohol did not affect these results (data
not shown).

Figure 2 shows sources of fibre intake in men and
women by the centres used in this analysis. Cereals were
the main sources of fibre in the Netherlands, Germany,
Sweden, and Denmark, whereas vegetables were most
important in France and the UK. Fruit was an
important source of fibre in Italy and Spain. Legumes
and potatoes contributed small amounts and were more
important in Spain, the Netherlands, and Denmark than
in other regions, but consumption in other regions
averaged 2 g or less. Mean fibre from cakes and biscuits,
tomato sauces, and soya products averaged less than 1 g
per day. 

Table 4 shows that effects for food sources of fibre
were not as consistent as those for total fibre. The trends
in risks associated with cereal fibre, and fruit, legume,
and vegetable sources of fibre were not significant, nor
did they differ significantly from each other. Analyses
for fibre from cakes and biscuits, potatoes, tomato
pastes, and soya products were also not significant.

Discussion
Fibre is one of the most important, if controversial,
factors thought to prevent colorectal cancer, with well
established biological mechanisms underlying the
hypothesis. When entering the large bowel, fibre
increases stool weight, reduces transit time, dilutes
colonic contents, and stimulates bacterial anaerobic
fermentation. This process reduces contact between the
intestinal contents and mucosa, and leads to production
of short-chain fatty acids, acetate, propionate, and
butyrate, which reduce pH and the conversion of
primary to secondary bile acids.24 Butyrate is a major
source of energy for the distal colon and in cell lines it
reduces cell proliferation and induces apoptosis, factors
that are associated with inhibition of the transformation
of the colonic epithelium to carcinoma.24–27

Our results showed that total dietary fibre
consumption was inversely associated with colorectal
cancer risk. However, we only studied fibre in foods.
Foods supplying fibre also contribute many other
nutrients and phytochemicals that have been linked 
to cancer protection and which could account for 
the protective effects seen.8,9 Thus, our results cannot 
be extrapolated to any potential benefit of dietary
supplements or additives containing fibre alone. The
association was stronger for colon cancer, especially left-
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Quintile

1 2 3 4 5

Cereal fibre (g) 4·72 (2·28) 6·61 (2·82) 7·93 (3·31) 9·35 (3·91) 12·05 (5·71) ··
Hazard ratio 1·00 0·89 (0·74–1·08) 0·85 (0·69–1·03) 0·88 (0·71–1·08) 0·78 (0·62–0·98) 0·950 (0·901–1·002) 0·060
(95% CI)
Vegetable fibre (g) 2·83 (1·72) 3·77 (2·10) 4·42 (2·42) 5·11 (2·81) 6·48 (3·85) ··
Hazard ratio 1·00 0·94 (0·77–1·15) 0·95 (0·77–1·16) 1·00 (0·81–1·24) 0·88 (0·70–1·11) 0·983 (0·932–1·035) 0·517
(95% CI)
Legumes fibre (g) 0·45 (0·68) 0·65 (0·92) 0·85 (1·14) 1·14 (1·47) 1·73 (2·17) ··
Hazard ratio 1·00 1·02 (0·83–1·26) 1·10 (0·91–1·34) 1·18 (0·97–1·43) 1·04 (0·84–1·30) 1·025 (0·976–1·077) 0·311
(95% CI)
Fruit fibre (g) 2·21 (1·56) 3·41 (2·00) 4·29 (2·38) 5·36 (2·87) 7·76 (4·40) ··
Hazard ratio (g) 1·00 0·69 (0·57–0·85) 0·76 (0·63–0·92) 0·82 (0·66–0·99) 0·78 (0·64–0·97) 0·967 (0·922–1·015) 0·174

Analyses are done with Cox’s regression using age, weight, height, sex, non-fat energy, energy from fat, and stratified by centre.

Table 4: Intakes of fibre and colorectal cancer by quintile of sex-specific source of fibre intake

Hazard ratio for each p
quintile increase
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centre means and to deattenuate the individual values
on a sex-specific and centre-specific basis by standard
methods;21,22 the crude risks underestimated the
protective effects of fibre on colorectal cancer risks when
compared with the corrected risks (figure 1). However
even the deattenuated risks are probably underestimated
since these standard methods assume absence of
correlations of errors between the reference and the food
intake questionnaire.10,11 Furthermore, our results are for
a limited period of follow-up and the association could
strengthen when longer exposure times are assessed.
The potential for protection by fibre from foods in
populations with current low intakes might therefore be
even greater than our findings, which predict a 40%
reduction in colorectal cancer risk when intakes of fibre
are approximately doubled. 
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